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The best skinny jeans for men

There is no denying changes in jean styles over the years. While your old grumpy pair of JNCOs may have been a hit in the early 2000s, stylish men today now find themselves wearing a lot of modern skinny jeans. Skinny jeans not only provide a bit of higher level of sophistication and style compared to your standard regular or bootcut jeans, they can also really make you look a whole lot better. Quality
skinny jeans should not only wear comfortably on the body, but should be crafted out of fine denim and withstand quite a bit of abuse – like Levi 510s or Everlane Skinny Fit Jeans.Attention today's guide will have three main areas: Go over some things you'll want to think about before buying a pair of skinny jeans. Reviews of some of the most popular skinny jeans on the market today (plus some hidden
gems). You get a quick style crash course in skinny jeans so you look dapper when wearing your new pants. Let's dig in: Review SummaryImageTitleTitleDetailsBuy NowMott &amp; Bow Crosby Skinny JeansNice color and wash on jeansBalanced composition cotton and elastaneReally awesome friend-referral program Levi's 510Timeless style from timeless brandPazumo paint after several washesUsed
eathisturesures stretchReasonsalen Skinny Fit JeansSPlar size selectionBig quality and craftsmanshipTimes designManium Skinny Fit JeansVersatile both casual and formal settingsImage blend fabric for increased movementPremium designer brand jeansLZ Skinny Jeans MenIncredibly availableBig range of motion, thanks to the elastic composition8 colors make them ideal for many scenarios Urban K
Men's Skinny Fit JeansBig color selectionLielgy pick ones on tight budgetDiscrete brand Gingtto Men's Skinny Stretch JeansPerfect skinny jeans on spray-on look13 different colors/designs to chooseHigh concentration of polyester and eastan movement Goodthreads Men's Skinny Skinny Fit JeansAffordable , However quality fabricsBig alternative to high-end brandsSize size choice (both waist and
inseam) Topman Ripped Stretch Skinny Fit JeansTrusted brand for men worldwideWorld design aesthetic fully affordable designer brand Calvin Klein Skinny Fit JeansBig size choice on waiste of jean is not too conservative not aggressiveModern take on skinny jean, which is great formal settings Amazon Essentials Men's Skinny-Fit Stretch JeansOne of the cheapest skinny jeans you can buyA wide size
choiceBiggly fabric composition Tommy Hilfiger Skinny Fit JeansGreat for tall menPerfect formal and casual settingsGoy price Lucky Skinny Brand JeansUnder maintenance skinny jeansBig variety of washing availableFeber and proven brand denimBefore You buy: Six things what to think aboutWhen it comes to buying a pair of skinny jeans, It's just not that easy, how to find the right waist size and length
and hitting that Buy Button. As you'll see in our feedback here for a minute, the quality and nuances between skinny jeans can vary quite a bit from one brand to another. However, based on all the research we did, putting together this guide, we were able to identify 6 key ingredients when buying skinny jeans. So make sure you take only a minute to read and think about each of the following areas before
making a purchase: BudgetWhen it comes to jeans (both skinny jeans and beyond), you want to set a budget ahead of time before making a purchase. Not only does that set your expectations when your new skinny jeans come into the post, but you can also expect a certain level of quality (more on that per minute). What can be available for one can be quite a stretch to the purse to another; therefore, in
our reviews of the brands below, we tried to find skinny jeans that match budgets typically between $20 and $150.Naturally, you'll want to take a minute to think about how much you'll be comfortable spending. BrandAs with all aspects of the fashion world, the jeans brand can have a huge impact on the price you pay. Whether you're going with Scotch &amp; Soda, Everlane, Levi's or even just a private
label brand like Goodthreads (owned by Amazon), there are some bonuses that you will pay. Now you might be asking yourself: Is it really worth paying a premium for the brand? Honestly, the answer is mixed. We found that some premium brands wear incredibly well with time. Of course, their pants can cost a fair chunk of the change, but even after a year, they still look and feel incredibly great. But not
every man wearing jeans chases brands, so go with what you're comfortable with here. QualityWhen it comes to choosing the perfect pair of skinny jeans for you, quality is important. We're all probably familiar with the experience of owning a crummy pair of jeans. They go to a nice store, but after the initial wash, they feel incredibly stiff, they lose quite a lot of color and quickly become faded, and they just
usually start to have structural problems (fraying on cuffs, belt loops breaking, pockets getting holes, etc.). While the fit is uniquely personal to your body when it comes to quality, your jeans should not collapse or lose your color quickly. So we took quite a bit of time during our research to read feedback from other men and find out what they had to say. While reviews may not be the only determining factor,
it is still the best way (at least we think) to look at the different aspects of a particular denim quality. Of course, the more you pay for a pair of jeans, the tougher we were on that rating. We therefore feel confident that any of the brands in the future should be able to withstand an acceptable test of time. StyleFrom the beginning, skinny jeans seem like a pretty simple purchase. It's just a pair of jeans that are
cut a little more aggressively and in a cone style, isn't it? Not exactly... As we deeper into our research, we found that skinny jeans came in two primary categories: Standard denim cutSpray-on skinny jeansPalieta denim cut is really a typical skinny jean that is cut a little more taper and contains very little synthetic fibers (usually 2% or less of elasan) and will be a little tighter. Opposite the standard denim cut
will be spray-on skinny jeans. Ideal for those men who have really toned quads and calves, they contain a slightly higher percentage of elastane and effectively stick to your leg. Although this kind of skinny gin may seem rather uncomfortable, it really isn't. More like leggings, this denim moves with its leg and promotes greater movement. However, we warn you before buying this type of jeans, unless of
course you're much more confident about your body physique. OccasionBuilding at the last point, skinny jeans can be worn on many different occasions. Whether you are hitting bars or clubs Friday night with friends, or you are looking for a pair of skinny jeans just casual or office wear, they are very much like chinos and are pretty versatile. Generally speaking, the tighter skinny jeans the less you want to
wear it in formal or work-related cases (they are simply not nearly as professional). If you're not sure, we recommend just going with a couple of Levi's 510s in black or dark blue because they are both a pretty conservative choice and shouldn't make too much of an attraction. MeasurementsWe dare to say that 99.99% of men reading this article right now are pretty sure of what their measurement sizes are
when it comes to denim...... but we also feel pretty confident in saying that those who read this are not likely to be measured themselves in the last six months...... and that's perfectly right! However, when it comes to purchasing skinny jeans, given that they are a bit less forgiving compared to other cuts of jeans, we recommend to stand out in the fabric ribbon measure and do a quick measure. A well-fitted
pair of skinny jeans should not only feel comfortable around your waist without much slack, but also it should not bunch the top at the bottom of your feet (it's always a great way to quickly see if a person knows how to measure himself). To give you a little clearer guidance, we wanted to include this useful chart from Levi's that shows you where you need to take measurements: Check the size guide here.
With this guide, you can get the perfect waist and inseam measurements for your new pair of jeans. Of course, each brand usually offers its own measurement chart, as well as additional help. Review of the Best Skinny Jeans for Men 20201. Best Overall: Mott &amp; Bow Crosby Skinny JeansMaterials: 98% Cotton / 2% Spandex | Fly closure: Zip | Pockets: 5 | Color Variants: 2Making elevated basics at
grounded prices, Mott &amp; Bow is quickly finding its way to many men's closets around it's easy to understand why. Take, for example, their Crosby skinny fit jeans. Available in medium/dark blue (small washes) or simply dark blue (without washing) colors - these are timeless pair of jeans that can work almost in any case, never looking out of place. Relying on cotton (98%) and elastane (2%) mixture,
they also feel comfortable when worn for several hours. The rise of these trousers is conservative among the rises – making them perfect for most men's bodies. For men who don't really like button fly's, you'll be happy to know that this pair of jeans is just a classic zip fly. But what really makes these jeans unique from others is their manufacturing process, which includes resin application, oven curation,
weaking, pinning, tying, and a few more steps. While we might talk at great lengths about why these processes are important, we think this guide by Mott &amp; Bow covers it a bit better. If there were any of these jeans the emeels em would be around limited inseam lengths. Like some other designer brands reviewed, these jeans will probably need to make your local custom for further changes. Changes
aside, one feature on Mott &amp; Bow that we found to be quite unique was their Home Try On Program. When you order a pair of Mott &amp; Bow jeans, you can choose a second waist size for free if you are not sure what size would suit you best (great if you are between sizes). Once decided, you can simply keep a pair of jeans you want and send a poorly fitting couple back to them for free (via UPS). It
is a unique approach to online editing that can help ease the barrier of entry for some men. Of course, Mott &amp; Bow does have a normal 30-day return policy if you just don't like how jeans look or fit – but we don't think that will be the case. Nice to paint and wash on jeansBalanced composition cotton and elastaneReally awesome friend-referral programShipping costs (just for orders for less than $150)
What you need to knowAling you want quality jeans that give expensive designer brands a run for your money, then Mott &amp; Bow is worth considering. The medium-rise waist and conical leg make for a good fitting and looking pair of skinny jeans.2. Best Affordable (Cheap) Skinny Jeans: Levi's 510 Materials: 99% Cotton / 1% Elastane | Fly closure: Zip | Pockets: 5 | Color variants: 13 Trademark denim
known around the world since 1853, San Francisco-based Levi's is a brand many men turn to when getting a fresh pair of jeans. For those who want that classic Levi's denim look and feel, but want a more modern skinny jean, the 510 line will be your best bet. With 13 different colors available, Levi's 510s are one of the best picks on our list when it comes to personal choice. Available in many sizes ranging
anywhere between 26 and 38 waists, most men may not have a problem squeezing these jeans. Based on feedback from men, they were quite happy that the colors were saved after washed, but also fitting quite well. If there were any kind of details that men felt were a bit lacking with these jeans, it would be about how the lower part of the pants look around your calves (some mentioned that it seemed a
bit too loose), but also is quite a dust magnet (especially darker colors). But as always is the case when it comes to jeans, no two bodies are identical, so what might not work for one person might be the perfect fit for you. Timeless style from timeless brandsGets original color after several washesUsed a little elastane provides stretchReasonably pricedLint / dust shows darker colorsCalves area might be a
bit too loose, so someThrive you need to knowIs denying the authority that Levi's brings to the world of denim, and their skinny jean offers a 510 line is nothing short of amazing. If you like Levi's, then get these jeans; they perform the legacy incredibly well.3. Best Dark Skinny Jeans: Everlane Skinny Fit JeansMaterials: 98% Cotton / 2% Elastane | Fly closure: Fly | Pockets: 5| Color Variants: 4One company
that is fast making waves in the world of men's fashion everlane. Founded in 2010, they have begun making their way to more staple categories including outerwear, backpacks and yes... Denim. While we recently fell in love with their flagship t-shirt in our recent review of everlane, we wanted to bring your attention to their skinny jeans for men. Made from the same composition as the Levi 510s – 98%
cotton and 2% elastane, Everlane skinny fit jeans are perfect for casual and formal pair of trousers that wear incredibly well. As seen in their overly positive ratings (4.7 out of 5.0) with 177 reviews at the time of publication, clearly we weren't the only one who thought these jeans delivered strictly on all fronts. With just four different color variants (which may be a bit of just a few men looking more distressed
or unique in looks), everlane does provide a wide range of size choices. Whether you are a little more modest person or one who is built quite large, you have no problem finding a pair of jeans in their 32 different sizes of options. Of course, given that they are made by Everlane, they provide insane transparency in their manufacturing process and even provide you with a sneak peek at the factory that
makes these jeans over in Vietnam (check it out here if you are into that kind of thing). Wide-size choiceDacial quality and craftsmanshipTime designpreviously higher price than others in our listColor choice may be somewhat limited for someTho need to knowMore is a terrific company that has worked hard to earn its dollars. They not only have a great corporate social responsibility, but they also provide
quality products that are better than most.4. Most Durable Skinny Jeans: Madewell Skinny Fit JeansMaterials: 92% Cotton / 5% Polyester / 3% Elastane| Fly closure: Zip | Pockets: 5 | Color Variants: 10Madewell is a brand that has grown rapidly over the last few and have to go for a choice of affluent men all over the US But what many may not know is that they are a brand fully owned by J. Crew (source):
So if you find that you're old, J. Crew 484s are feeling a bit tired and you want to upgrade to a couple of Madewell's, then you'll have luck. Now what really makes these skinny jeans a bit different from many of our other list will be composition. Instead of being only 98% cotton/2% elastane like most, Madewell Skinny Jeans are a little more aggressive than synthetic fibers and have created a denim that
contains the following: 92% cotton5% polyester3% elastaneWho does that mean to you? Well, you get jeans that still have high breathability thanks to heavy reliance on cotton, but it also showcases terrific movement and flexibility. So if you want a pair of jeans that aggressively match your natural contours yet don't showcase that spray-on look like Gingtto's – then this is a great alternative. Of course,
given that it's a premium brand for J. Crew, Madewell Skinny Jeans do command quite a bonus. With a typical retail price north of $100, these skinny jeans are ideal for men who care about both quality and designer brands. Of course, given that they are from J. Crew, the quality level of denim itself is top-notch. Versatile in both casual and formal settingsCable blend fabrics increased movementPremisa
designer brand jeansLimited size choiceMuch expensiveCode you need Know-The-Tuda to choose for men who love J. Crew and looking for an upgrade. While they command a premium price, they look great for both formal and casual events.5. ZLZ Skinny Jeans Jeans for Men Materials: 98% Cotton / 2% Elastic| Fly closure: Zip | Pockets: 5 | Color Variants: 8S for men who want a little more budget-
friendly skinny jean that doesn't completely break the bank, the ZLZ skinny denim jeans make perfect sense. Made from 98% and 2% elastic, these skinny jeans not only will go incredibly well, but will also give you a fair bit of movement without generally feeling limited. While these jeans are considered to be more budget friendly options, they were put together quite well though with a highly involved
screening process coupled with a triple stitch to the inseam to ensure there were never any embarrassing tears or rips in the fabric. Quality construction aside what men loved the most about these skinny jeans was their feelings. With very soft cotton, these jeans won't feel at all itchy, even if you're doing quite a lot of walks throughout the day. Based on feedback from other men, we found that these jeans
lasted a little longer (however, the waist size seemed to suit expectations). So you might want to go about an inch shorter than you normally would when purchasing these jeans. Incredibly accessibleGreat range of motions, thanks to flexible composition8 colors make them ideal for several available onlineLength can be a bit too longThat you need to knowIt is terrific without frills and affordable pair of skinny
jeans for great men who do not like to shop with the brand. They are inexpensive, made of quality materials and should look great months after purchase.6. Urban K Men's Skinny Fit Jeans Materials: 97% Cotton / 3% Spandex | Fly closure: Zip | Pockets: 5 | Color Variants: 22Competing head-to-head with ZLZ Skinny Denims, this offer by Urban K is another terrific but affordable-pick that is definitely worth
considering. Containing only a little more elastic than most of our list (3% total), these jeans, but skinny cut, will have no problem moving with your knees, especially if you are planning on walking them all day in the city. As intensely comfortable as they can be, what we (and many other men) really loved about them was their discreet brand. With a simple black patch on the back on the right, there are no
trademarks that are screaming out what the brand these skinny jeans really are – which is perfect for men out there that don't want to feel like a walking stand with proudly showcasing what brand you're wearing. As great as their cost and muted style can be, perhaps the biggest selling point in the Urban K line of skinny jeans will be their color choices. With 22 different colors to choose from (yes, you read
that right), you can get the perfect pair of pants that fit your distinctive style. If there was any downside to this brand, it would simply be a size choice. Based on our findings, the lengths that these skinny jeans came in were very limited. So if you skew a little smaller or taller, you might have some trouble finding the right pair of pants from Urban K for you. Massive color selectionA great choice for those men
on tight budgetsDiscrete brandingSmaller can find them a bit too roomyLimited length of choiceWhat you need to knowTooth, they are great affordable pair of pants. Some men felt that they were a bit too baggy to be considered a true skinny jean, but those with a medium to larger build will be like a little extra space. The choice of colors for these trousers is outside of this world.7. Gingtto Men's Skinny
Stretch Jeans Materials: Different| Fly closure: Zip | Color options: 13Consure a man who has a main physique and wants a pair of skinny jeans that mold perfectly into your body – then Gingtto's are for you. Made in two different ways (depending on the color you go with), you can find these jeans in one of the following compositions: 98% cotton / 2% Elastane (blue)65% Cotton / 33% Polyester / 2%
Elastane (black)For those who prefer spray-on appearance, go with black varieties. However, those who prefer more of a natural denim look, choose blue.Composition aside, the colors and sizes that are available in these skinny jeans can be either a huge hit or miss depending on both your size and style preferences. With 13 different colors available, most men would be happy with this - Especially having
a subtle distressed or repaired appearance that is currently on trend. When it comes to size, things tend to get a bit more limited. Available in five different sizes: You will need either bracelets for these pants or them adjusted for length when they arrive by mail... Which brings us to our next point: cost. Given that these jeans will probably require changes (usually costing less than $15), you'll want to make it
priced. If you are a medium sized guy looking to go with a size 32, you can expect to pay about $28-$35 for a pair of Gintto's (price changes to style), making them quite affordable. Perfect skinny jeans for spray-on look13 different colors / designs, from which to chooseHigh concentration of polyester and eastan movementWill probably need a change in length and well sculpted bodiesWho you need to
knowThis style of jeans is ideal for those men who are confident in their body. Spray-on appearance showcases all the hard work you've been doing at the gym. Although most men have to work on their available waist sizes, it may take a separate trip to the thysms because you can't choose the desired length.8. Goodthreads Men's Skinny Fit Jeans Materials: 98% Cotton / 2% Elastane | Fly closure: Zip |
Pockets: 5 | Color options: 8As long as New York and Amazon have it's complex relationship status, there is no denying the amount of effort and importance that Amazon has placed on fashion as the late big apple. With its recent introduction of Prime Wardrobe (a service where you can try different clothes) to do a recent study, doing 3D scans of your body (all for a gift card worth up to $250) for New
Yorkers to participate in, all signs point to fashion being an important area of opportunity for them. It is with this intensive research and unique offering that we think it is best to include Amazon's own Goodthreads brand list. With which many of the same trademark properties found in high-end brands – quality fabrics, true size, affordable price, etc. – you can see why fashion forward men are taking notice.
But unlike the Levi 510s, which Amazon has put together in their Goodthreads line is a quality skinny gin that costs only a share of the price. To further sweeten the deal, the size choice is one of the widest available that we came across in our research – with waist sizes available anywhere between 28 and 42 and lengths from 28 to 36. This makes it easier to find the perfect fitting pair of jeans for you
without clumsy bracelets or keep the belt particularly tight to compensate for any loose fabric. The biggest flaws that we saw around our research were some quality control issues reducing denim itself. So if you decide to go with this pair of jeans, be sure to try them and look at yourself in the mirror before wearing them. Of course, given that it's an Amazon brand, if something is a way, return will be
incredibly easy. Affordable, but quality fabricsGreat alternative to high-end brandsA wide size choice (both waist and inseam) Some quality control issues reportedWhat you need to knowIt is the new brand from Amazon that provides a wide range of size choices. The price is fair to these jeans and eight different colors/variants also have a nice touch.9. Topman Ripped Stretch Skinny Fit JeansMaterials:
98% Cotton / 2% Elastane | Fly closure: Button | Pockets: 5 | Color options: Light WashFounded in 1978, Topman is a London based men's fashion retailer that serves up a variety of offerings to keep your looking sharp. Their Ripped Stretch Skinny Fit Jeans take this legacy forward with a touching contemporary design flare with their distressed look, but are still made of quality fabrics. These skinny jeans
are perfect for men who have no problem wearing form-fitting denim with confidence as the seat and inner thighs do sit pretty close to the skin. While some men may be a little apprehensive wearing such a shape fitting denim, as this can cause uncomfortable sweating and itching, breathable cotton, along with elastane, allows sufficient air flow and fabric stretch to ensure that there is no sticking or
movement that hinders. When it comes to size choices, your options here are a little more limited. Available in waist sizes from 28 to 38, and three different lengths (30, 32, or 34 inches), you'll want to make sure that you check out the Topman size guide for correct measurement (we included the image below for reference): Trusted brand worldwidePrepared design aesthetics for designer brandsSome
limited size choicesWhat you need to know Topman is a brand that has been trusted by men throughout the pond for years. Their styles are modern and shaped assembly. The size option may be somewhat limited for some.10. Calvin Klein Skinny Fit Jeans Materials: 99% Cotton / 1% Elastane | Fly closure: Zip | Pockets: 5 | Color options: 8Known mostly for their top-rated undershirts and breathable boxer
panties, these skinny fit jeans by Calvin Klein are a big step up from the more private label or generic brands featured in our list. Designed by combining both cotton and spandex, these zipper-close trousers have elegant lines that give a little more sophistication to this type of jean. If you are looking for a pair of skinny jeans for either a more formal office setting or dinner date with your other significant,
these jeans will be the perfect option for this. Of course, given that it is from a high-end designer, there will be quite a bit of a bonus associated with these jeans. You can usually expect to pay about $80 per pair. Looking at the size options out there, you have quite a lot of selection in both waist and length terms. Based on our findings, we saw that Calvin Klein offered his skinny jeans with waist sizes
ranged from 28 to 42 and from 30 to 34. If you have a fairly small build, a limited length may require a trip to your local customized simple change. When it comes to denim growth, they are not too terribly aggressive and sit just below the waist – ensuring that there is no embarrassing fashion failure when wearing. Great size choice for waistRise from jean is not too conservative, not aggressiveModern take
on skinny jean, which is great formal settingsPaying a small premium designer's nameLee options can be limited to someWhat you need to knowThi are designer-made jean; provides to pay a small premium for the name. However, given the quality and comfort they provide, we think they are worth the investment.11. Amazon Essentials Men's Skinny-Fit Stretch Jeans Materials: 98% Cotton / 2% Elastane|
Fly closure: Zip | Pockets: 5 | Color Options: The 5Another offering from Amazon that made our list was their Essentials Skinny Fit Jeans.Like Goodthreads jeans that were also reviewed in this article, this pair of skinny fit jeans amazon has an even more affordable offer that will both look and feel great. Available in five different variations, which include the following:BlackDark WashLight WashMedium
WashRinseYou are acceptable for a variety of colors that serve the most purposes. Of course, given that it's a more cost conscious pair of jeans compared to their Goodthreads brand – which markets itself as more premium offerings, you'll find modern colors like grey and natural white missing. Crafted from the same fabrics as Goodthreads (and also many other jeans depicted on our list) – 98% cotton and
2% eastan – they feature stretchable fabric that will only get better with time. In terms of durability, many men found that these jeans tended better with age and kept their natural dyes quite well. While there is some expected break-in period with any pair of jeans, you should find that they will look on the site pretty quickly. One of the cheapest skinny jeans you can buyA wide size choiceBish fabric
compositionNot designer brandLimited washing variationsThat you need to knowOver, they are an excellent choice for those men who want a pair of jeans at an affordable price. If you are not stuck on always becoming a designer label brand, then get these. Although washing variations are limited, they should work for most men.12. Tommy Hilfiger Skinny Fit Jeans Materials: 90% Cotton / 8% Polyester /
2% Elastane | Fly closure: Button | Pockets: 5 | Color options: 8So you tall and lanky guy? If so, these jeans were made for you. Now, if it's not for you, don't worry, there is still some good stuff here with these skinny jeans from Tommy Hilfiger.Available in one of the biggest size choices on the market – waist ranging from 28 to 38 and length between 30 and 36 – these jeans are great for medium to taller
men (without having to use a specialty for a big and tall shop). As big as the size are just as impressive are the jeans themselves. Made from 90% cotton, 8% polyester and 2% ezatanan, it has one of the highest synthetic fabric concentrations on our list. While some may think that this leads to poor ventilation and usually itchy and sweaty jeans, 90% of cotton still lends some great breathability
characteristics, while synthetic fibers provide a higher level of mobility. Beyond the size and choice of fabric, Tommy Hilfiger Skinny Jeans is quite modern, but still perfect for more formal settings. So whether you are looking for casual pants or a pair in the office, you can wear these in both directions. When it comes to fit, they are truly sized and offer a medium growth waist. Finally the price. Compared to
other brands on our list, especially Calvin Klein, Topman, and Madewell, Tommy Hilfiger Skinny Jeans are not too expensive. You can expect to pay just north of $50 for a pair of these jeans – which we personally think isn't too bad at all. Great long menPerfect formal and casual settingsFairly pricedMight be a bit too skinny for someWho you need to knowThese jeans are perfect for men of all sizes - but
especially for those who are much taller. In addition to the size of jeans are quite affordable, making them a great choice for those who want a designer brand but are budget-minded men.13. Lucky Brand Skinny Jeans Materials: 75% Cotton / 24% Polyester / 1% Elastane | Fly closure: Zip | Pockets: 5 | Color options: 13A truly unique offer from many on our list is from other California based denim company
– Lucky Brand Jeans.Established in 1990, Lucky Brand Jeans quickly became a fixture of many men's closets just delivering one thing and doing it really well – denim. Taking their heritage forward is their 110 Modern Skinny Jeans.Compromised 75% cotton, 24% polyester, and 1% elastane - it's one of the least natural pants to make our list. Of course, men can scoff at the high concentrations of polyester
and e-stantan, but there is a lot going on about these two fabrics that get a bit too much hate – especially polyester. Invented in 1941, but became popular in the 1970s, this fabric (derived from man-made polymer) was originally marketed as a miracle fiber that can be worn for 68 days straight without ironing and still looks upsusable (source). Wearing a pair of jeans for 68 days is not recommended,
polyester today has evolved greatly and can maintain the structure of the pants to make them look great for years. This makes their pair of skinny jeans a great choice for men who don't change their wardrobe with the season. Fabrics aside, another reason we wanted to share these jeans with you was due to its incision and wash. Not nearly as aggressive as some mentioned, the 14-foot opening is quite a
bit wider than most. This makes them a great mediator for jeans for those men who come from a looser or regular fit denim background. Secondly, 110 years are 13 different days of washing (you can go through different retailers' sites or directly find all 13 varieties). They are great in most cases, including both casual and formal settings. The last point we want to touch is the price of them. Lucky Brand
Jeans is known as a premium brand; However, depending on the time of year that you plan on purchasing these jeans, the price can vary greatly. Based on our research, we found that they usually retail anywhere between $50 and $130, depending on both size and washing. Of course, more popular washing and sizes will cost a fair bit more. Low maintenance skinny jeansBig variety of washes
availableTrust and proven brand denimPricing can be frustratingWhat you need to knowIt is a great low maintenance pair of skinny jeans from a brand that has been reliable for men for years. Prices can vary quite a bit, so if you don't feel compelled to go with the most popular pick, you can save quite a bit of money. How to look great in your new Skinny JeansSelecting perfect skinny jeans you only have
half the battle; the other side wears them properly. So we wanted to share some pro tips that many men's fashion experts would like to recommend when it comes to getting the most out of their new pair of skinny jeans. Here's what will work best: Finding the Right Shoes for Skinny JeansGiven, that skinny jeans are still denim fabric, they can easily be both dressed up and down – making your shoe choice
quite easy. If you're going for more of a casual/punk look, then a pair of Van's or Converse can look great. Of course, the contrast you get when wearing white leather shoes with denim is also a nice and exquisite look that looks great while your shoes remain clean and fresh looking. Now, if you're the kind of guy who doesn't like to do a lot of maintenance, buying and choosing sneakers, then there's no
better choice than to go with Chelsea or Chukka boots. Although we don't go over all the differences with these two boot options, just know this: Chelsea boots are more sophisticated and offer a streamlined look that can be great for more formal occasions. Chukka boots, on the other hand, are quite a bit more rugged and are great for casual and weekend wear or even around the office. The biggest
takeaway here is to make sure that you don't pair your skinny jeans with sandals, flip flops, boat shoes, crocs or anything else that will create a fashionable faux pas. What kind of body should wear skinny jeans? So a while back I was reading an article from an anonymous person in the world of men's fashion who had some brutal and honest feedback. There were some great lessons there. One thing that
stood out and hit me like a ton of bricks was the personal physique. They said something along ... The best way to find your perfect clothes or brand is simply to get in shape and the rest will follow. It was brutally honest...... and I appreciated that. This anonymous source was spot on – whether it's or a pair of skinny jeans, the best way to make it look great for you is to get in shape. Now we don't suggest
that you hit the gym eight hours a day; all we say is that some mild diets and tonics can make any of the above skinny jeans look great. So if you find that your new pair of skinny jeans doesn't look as good as you would like, try shaving off about 10 pounds and re-evaluate. Just be sure to take some pictures and document progress so you can easily compare how they look pre-and-post for weight loss. Best
Color Skinny JeansSI's ever not sure about fashion, don't go too bold. Sure, you could sport a pair of white pants and hit the stage with Jimmy Fallon and Will Ferrell: But for those who don't have nearly as much confidence, then a pair of dark blue or black denim will be a much safer choice. Not only are these cutting more conservative, but they are also much more versatile. So if you want to wear jeans a
few days during the week, mixing and matching with different tops and shoes will not be a problem at all. Skinny Jeans vs. Other JeansAs a quick browse of Levi's store will tell you there are a ton of varieties when it comes to denim: 20 different types of jeans! While it would be a complete waste of time to go over all the different cuts and styles in their lineup and when to wear what, we want to touch on
what cases skinny jeans are appropriate for. Generally speaking, skinny jeans are a safe bet for most scenarios where jeans are fine – just as long as they are not too aggressive. When we say aggressive, we mostly talk about spray-on skinny jeans like Gingtto's that hug the body a bit too much...... they are just right if you want to show your best assets in the club or when you are out on the town in the
evening. But for the rest of the skinny jeans on our list, whether it's a lovely dinner or an office environment, they'll be good to wear. If you are ever uncertain if jeans can be worn, just ask or look at what other men wear. How to Wash Skinny JeansLike most denim, washing skinny jeans will be no different. Turn inside (retains color), wash on cold water (helps prevent shrinking) and line dry (just hang over
the shower pole or drying rack). Of course, you'll want to check out the care instructions for your new skinny jeans for best results. Levi has put together one of the best guides on denim care, and we think it's worth sharing. Best Skinny Jeans for Men: The selection processDecisioner the best skinny jeans for men in 2020 proved quite difficult. With so many options for so many different price points available
on the market today, it was hard to sift through cheap imposters to find some great clogging. However, after reading what other men had to say when trying on some jeans themselves and doing a bit of research, we feel confident that any of our pre-ticks not only provide quality, but also looks great on you. Now, of course, we review every skinny jean on the market today and we probably have missed a
little. If you think we should add one to the list, we would love to know! Just simply hit us up on hello {at} domain name.com.We had a fun time writing and researching this guide and hope you also enjoyed reading it! It!
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